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Innovative excellence
They have an unmistakable, almost classic elegance. Yet there is no
disguising that Discreet’s inferno®, flame® and flint® visual effects
systems stand at the forefront of technological innovation. Combining
uncompromising performance with the subtle sophistication of a
deep and rich toolset, Discreet’s visual effects systems provide the
world’s best artists with the finest tools for any project: broadcast
video, HDTV, digital cinema or feature film.

100% pure adrenaline
Powerful, graceful, sublime – Discreet’s visual effects systems
offer you an unparalleled creative experience. The immediacy of
SGI’s superior graphics performance, combined with high-resolution,
real-time capabilities and a toolset that is without equal in the
industry, allows interaction with clients in a highly creative design
process: a process that provides the thrill of fast-paced sessions,
immediate feedback and real-time brain storming. 

Creative magnificence
From Emmys® to Oscars®, Discreet’s visual effects solutions have
empowered some of the world’s most creative professionals to
achieve their most ambitious visions. From the launch of flame in
1992, Discreet has led a trend in evocative visual effects creation
that has rocked both the film and video post-production industries.
And in 1998, in recognition for their contribution to the industry,
Discreet’s inferno and flame won their own Academy Award® for
Scientific and Technical Achievement.

Power and perfection
inferno is the ultimate online visual effects system for high-definition
post-production, combining a rich toolset with unmatched
performance. flame offers you both superior performance and
industry-leading tools. flint is a unique high-performance system
for standard-definition broadcast and video post-production.

Excellence refined
With the latest versions inferno 5, flame 8 and flint 8, Discreet
has completely redesigned and advanced its hallmark product
line to meet the post-production challenges of the 21st century.
Leveraging a decade of product excellence and adding powerful
new creative and workflow capabilities in the latest releases,
Discreet’s systems remain the most compelling visual effects
solutions on the market today.
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DISCREET
Based in the Cité Multimédia section of Montreal’s historic

Old Port, Discreet has been a key force behind the development

and evolution of digital visual effects creation and design for

the last decade. Discreet’s solutions have played critical roles

in shaping the visual effects industry and the skills of today’s

digital artists, helping set many of the standards that define

how visual effects are created today.

Discreet designs and builds highly optimized real-time solutions

that consistently defy the most demanding post-production

challenges. From tools to workflow, Discreet’s advanced visual

effects systems are designed from an intimate knowledge of

the evolving nature of our clients’ work – and with their

active participation.
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Visual effects solutions
Only inferno, flame and flint give you the freedom to experiment
without bounds; the freedom to try out any idea with immediate
visual feedback; the freedom to truly brainstorm with a client in a
fast-paced creative session. And only inferno, flame and flint offer
you the exhilarating experience of unfettered creation that is the
driving force behind the world’s most amazing moving images.

inferno
inferno is the ultimate post-production system for visual effects
design, providing you with unmatched performance and the richest,
deepest toolset in the industry. Often referred to as the “hero” system,
inferno offers artists the assurance that whatever the project, inferno

has all the tools and speed required for interactive client-driven
design at any resolution – a reassuring fact that can save the day on
a demanding production schedule.

inferno offers clients real-time capabilities for video, HDTV and 4K film.
Running on one of the world’s most advanced visual super-computers,
the ONYX® 3200 from SGI®, inferno features up to eight concurrent
processors and the industry’s only interactive 12-bit graphics pipeline,
making it the perfect solution for high-definition work including digital
cinema and feature film projects.

The inferno toolset is without parallel. From Action’s intuitive 3D
design environment to the advanced Batch workflow, inferno offers
a sophisticated palette of tools including Resolution Independence,
3D and 2D Motion Tracking, Colour Warper™, Motion Estimation
Timewarper, 3D and Modular Keyer, Tracer, Paint, 2D and 3D Text,
an integrated Timeline and 24p Universal Mastering.

flame
flame is one of the most popular online visual effects systems in the
post-production industry, offering customers outstanding performance,
industry-leading tools and an excellent return on investment.
Renowned for its ability to draw new business, as well as consistently
deliver the highest quality product in the shortest possible time,
flame provides a reassuring sense of power and reliability: no matter
how demanding the client, or how complex the project, flame can
handle it with success.

flame delivers real-time video and HDTV capabilities as well as 12-bit
graphics for digital cinema and film, making it a highly versatile and
cost-effective tool for interactive, client-driven post-production sessions. 

The Academy Award-winning flame toolset is one of the best in the
industry save that found in inferno. Featuring Action, a unique and
intuitive 3D design environment, Discreet’s advanced Batch workflow,
flame offers a sophisticated palette of tools for paint, design, text
animation, compositing, motion graphics and visual effects work.

flint
flint is a high-performance, standard-definition visual effects system
for broadcast and video post-production. flint delivers real-time
standard-definition video capabilities, featuring a sophisticated palette
of tools including Action, Discreet’s unique and intuitive 3D design
environment, and Batch for advanced workflow management.

flint offers you Discreet’s powerful, Academy Award-winning
toolset for resolution-independent paint, design, text animation,
compositing, motion graphics and visual effects work. 
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Desktop
inferno, flame and flint offer you an intuitive desktop for the efficient
organization and planning of your work. The desktop is an area where
visual design tools, such as the reels and clips, immediately allow
you to visualize concepts and experiment with the organization of
your elements. It is a central location that provides a familiar reference
point as the project progresses. inferno, flame and flint feature
real-time I/O and playback, full VTR control, online conform and
EDL assembly capabilities.

Action
Action is the unique 3D design environment first introduced by
Discreet. It provides inferno, flame and flint with the ability to
mimic real-world space more effectively and accurately, allowing
digital set re-construction and shooting. Action provides full camera
controls, real-world measurement units (feet, cm, etc.), 3D model
and scene support, 3D geometry, 3D particles, mapped and projected
textures, shadows and lighting.

Compositing and optics
inferno, flame and flint present the most sophisticated compositing
toolset in the industry, featuring advanced Motion Tracking and
Stabilization, Warping and Morphing, advanced matte controls,
Color Correction, Multi-purpose Keyer, filters and sparks™ plug-ins.
inferno and flame also offer you the Colour Warper, 3D Keyer and
Modular Keyer.

Text and paint
Paint in inferno, flame and flint is smooth, fast and versatile and offers
a wide range of customizable brushes for retouching, cloning or digital
matte painting. Text affords 2D and 3D character generation capabilities,
formatting and the ability to add effects and filters to text animations. 

Rotoscoping
Discreet’s powerful Gmask (garbage mask) rotoscoping technology
provides a fast and accurate means of isolating moving elements,
whether for extraction and re-use or for masking unwanted artifacts.
Featuring sophisticated interpolation algorithms and advanced edge-
gradient technology, Gmasks allow you to control the amount of blur
at each point on the shape — perfect for motion blur compensation.

Batch
Batch is a schematic or flowchart representation of the tools used to
build an effect in inferno, flame and flint. Batch provides you with
an easy and intuitive way of building complex effects and visualizing
the relationship between the various components.

Animation
Discreet's advanced Channel Editor allows any parameter to be
animated across time and features Expressions — a powerful way
of creating animation through user-defined functions. Discreet's
advanced expression language includes a wide range of mathematical
and logical operators.

Integration
Discreet has a range of visual effects, editing and finishing, 3D
animation, web design and streaming media solutions as well
as integrated third-party plug-ins, offering one of the most
comprehensive and scaleable suite of product lines today. From
online to backroom, turnkey systems to desktop software, Discreet
offers a solution suited to every budget and production need. 

Projects are interchangeable between systems: flame projects can
be opened on inferno or sent to fire®, and combustion® software
allows efficient backroom preparation of elements for any of your
inferno, flame, flint, fire or smoke® systems – from Gmask vector
shapes to keying and tracking setups, data can be exchanged
quickly and efficiently. 

Discreet systems efficiently integrate 3D with their workflow, so whether
you use 3ds max™ or other popular 3D modeling applications, you
can load 3D models and scenes directly into inferno, flame and flint.

Creating a visual effect or animated graphic is often a

complex process involving the accurate combination and

animation of a multitude of  elements: images, shapes,

paint, text, 3D models, particles, filters and effects.

Discreet’s advanced visual effects systems, inferno,

flame and flint, each provide the tools, performance

and enhanced workflow required to manage this 

complex process quickly and efficiently.
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Feature film and digital cinema
Since it was first used by Sony Pictures Imageworks on
Super Mario Bros. in 1993, flame (and later inferno) has been the
powerhouse behind some of the most stunning on-screen visual
effects. Film credits for flame and inferno include pioneering visual
effects work on such Oscar-winning films as Forrest Gump,
Men in Black, The Matrix, Titanic, Gladiator, and Lord of the Rings:
The Fellowship of the Ring. Since 1997, every film to win the
Academy Award for Best Visual Effects included visual effects created
on a Discreet system, a true testament to an outstanding product line.  

flame and inferno offer the most sophisticated compositing toolsets in
the industry, including advanced color calibration and color management
tools for the accurate manipulation of both linear and logarithmic
image data, advanced grain sampling and management tools,
up to 8K image processing and real-time 2K playback. 

inferno allows you to truly interact with visual effects supervisors
and film directors. It is a powerful design tool where you can test
ideas with immediate feedback. As such, inferno has become an
indispensable part of the creative process at film studios worldwide. 

Commercials
Discreet visual effects systems have had a profound effect on
commercial post-production, where flame has become an industry
standard in high-quality visual effects and the most frequently
requested visual effects system by advertising agencies worldwide. 

From Saatchi and Saatchi to BBDO, from Nike to Budweiser, from
the world’s leading companies to the smallest enterprises – many
have come to rely on the creative talent of flame artists, combined
with the renowned toolset of Discreet systems, to communicate
their vision and ideas with greater style and impact.

Whether the creative vision is a life-size paper Tyrannosaurus Rex
roaming crowded city streets, an athlete leaping from landmark to
landmark in New York City, a soccer match against Satan’s team, a
woman and man crashing through walls in the ultimate footrace, or
simply two conversing lizards, inferno, flame and flint empower you
to realize an award-winning commercial in record time and on budget.

Discreet visual effects systems define new ways to produce and
convey ever more powerful visual experiences in commercials.
inferno, flame and flint provide you with unique capabilities for
creating photo-real visual effects, innovative graphics and evocative
new styles of imagery.

Music videos
Which came first, the music video or MTV? One thing is certain – MTV
changed the world of music by widely exposing music videos as an
entirely new art form, one that is nearly as important as the music
itself. And without visual effects systems like flint, flame and inferno,
music television would be boring audiences with lip-syncing bands
on a tired stage.

No idea is too outrageous, from dolphins swimming down a street
as in Guns N’ Roses’ “Estranged” (1994), resurrecting the Beatles in
“Free as a Bird,” or turning Basement Jaxx into performing monkeys
for “Where’s Your Head At?”, inferno, flame and flint are used to create
award-winning videos by artists and directors worldwide.

inferno, flame and flint feature exceptional tools for color manipulation,
such as the Colour Warper, enabling music videos to take on a whole
new look and style. Use Discreet’s advanced 3D environment for
sophisticated compositing and design work and expand your
capabilities with Discreet sparks, one of the industry’s richest
collections of plug-ins.

inferno, flame and flint are some of the most popular

high-end visual effects systems in the industry today.

They are used around the world by some of the most

talented artists and editors working on a wide range of

projects and formats. Chosen for their unique capacity

for tackling any creative task and meeting the tightest

deadlines while delivering with uncompromising quality,

inferno, flame and flint have become an integral part

of the success of numerous post-production companies,

from small boutiques to large film studios.



burn™

As effects become more and more complex, rendering time increases.
Many visual effects today may involve hundreds of layers and even
more filters and image processing operators, significantly increasing
the time it takes to render a sequence. Discreet’s burn rendering
solution for Linux is a cost-effective scaleable server-based renderfarm
that complements and expedites the post-production process. 

With Discreet’s burn software, you can now render inferno, flame

and flint setups on cost-effective Linux-based render servers using
standard PC workstations. Rendering is conducted remotely across
the network, offloading intensive image processing tasks from inferno,
flame and flint systems. You continue creating new visual effects
uninterrupted, while burn rendering occurs in the background.

By combining multiple Linux servers, a burn render farm with a
number of processing nodes can be created, ensuring immediate
execution of any last minute modifications to an effect for the
utmost in creativity and experimentation.

backdraft™

backdraft is a powerful tool for expanding the capabilities of your
facility and managing productivity and workflow. Whether you want
to transfer media from one system to another, switch storage units
between systems or carry out background video I/O and archiving,
backdraft provides the tools to do so without taking resources from
your creative workstations/suites.

backdraft also provides you with productivity tools, including VTR
emulation, the ability to browse and play Discreet media anywhere
in the facility, and connectivity to third-party solutions such as
telecine, hardware color correction and film restoration tools.

Discreet Storage and Discreet Networking
Discreet Storage and Discreet Networking provide the high-
performance storage and networking backbone for inferno, flame

and flint systems. They can serve up real-time media at the
extremely high bandwidths required by Discreet systems, from
standard-definition video to all ATSC HDTV resolutions and 2K film.

Discreet Storage arrays are tuned to deliver real-time uncompressed
RGB data (4:4:4 sampling), providing superior image quality for
graphics and effects, and avoiding the sampling limitations of
YUV (4:2:2).

Discreet Networking provides high speed data transfer between
systems, is optimized for HiPPI networks, and supports industry-
standard TCP/IP networking technologies including ATM (OC3,
OC12), FDDI, Ethernet, Fibre Channel, and Gigabit Ethernet.
Discreet Networking also provides a direct interface to digital disk
recorders such as telecine databases, DVEs and CGs.

Discreet Switchable Storage
Discreet’s Switchable Storage offers the benefit of accessing
projects or frames on different interconnected Discreet Storage
arrays without using Discreet Networking to transfer files or
physically reconnecting systems.

Discreet’s Switchable Storage significantly improves the productivity
and workflow of any facility. Discreet Storage framestores switch
instantly between Discreet systems through an intuitive software
interface. Once a complex series of composites are rendered on a
flame system they can be switched to the smoke system instantly,
preserving bandwidth and eliminating lengthy network transfers.
Discreet’s Switchable Storage helps save hours of down time and
provides a new level of collaboration across editing and effects suites.

www.discreet.com

Workflow
Every year, the amount of digital imagery requiring image

processing increases dramatically. This places increasingly

difficult demands on post-production companies to

improve workflow, media management and operating

efficiency. Discreet systems are fully designed to increase

productivity throughout the facility through unmatched

inter-product integration, dedicated administration

applications and superior product performance, enhancing

project workflow and resulting in greater profitability.



Discreet editing, animation and desktop video solutions

Discreet offers integrated visual effects, editing, finishing, 3D
animation, desktop effects, web design and streaming media
solutions. For more information on these products, visit Discreet
online at www.discreet.com. 

fire
Digital cinema and HD editing and finishing with uncompromised
quality and power.

smoke
The versatile choice for real-time HD and 601 online editing and
finishing.

combustion
The new standard in desktop visual effects software for Macintosh®

and Windows® platforms.

3ds max
Unleash maximum creativity with the world’s best-selling and
award-winning 3D modeling and animation solution.

reactor™

The complete hard- and soft-body dynamics software extension
to 3ds max software.

mental ray®

Discreet’s high-performance, photo-realistic ray tracing and scanline
rendering package.

character studio®

Bring creatures to life with this ground-breaking 3D character
animation system plug-in to 3ds max.

plasma™

Professional 3D animation software for web designers and artists.

gmax™

Personalize game content and game play. Extend the life of your
game title or game franchise.

cleaner™

The ideal solution for encoding and publishing video for CD-ROMs,
DVDs and the web.

cleaner central™

An automated, scaleable, distributed system for high volume
transcoding streaming media projects.

cleaner™ streaming studio
An interoperable suite for webcasting, editing, authoring and
publishing of on-demand or live event web content.

Maintain Your Competitive Advantage
Discreet Technical Support and Services

At Discreet our mission is to support you every step of the

way towards growing your business and ensuring your success

with our products. We can help you increase your competitive

advantage and protect your investment, through a range of

comprehensive annual support programs designed to best

meet your particular needs:

Level 1: Hotline, e-mail, online knowledge base

Level 2: Level 1, plus advanced parts exchange

Level 3: Level 1 and Level 2, plus on-site support

Other support options to help you plan and budget for your

support needs include 3-year contracts, on-site integration

and installation, per-incident support and SGI system support.

For more information, visit www.discreet.com/support.

Learning Changes People. Knowledge Empowers Them.
Discreet Learning and Training

Maintaining your competitive edge means being a master

of all the tools in your facility. Take advantage of world-class

training from Discreet to fully leverage your talent and inferno,

flame or flint visual effects system(s).

Instructor-led classroom sessions provide the ultimate

hands-on experience, and on-site training sessions bring the

instructor to your facility for a fully customized learning

environment. Invest in knowledge by learning from Discreet’s

expertise. For more information or to book training, visit

www.discreet.com/training.
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Additional information

To obtain more information about Discreet systems and software,

visit the Discreet website at www.discreet.com or e-mail

product_info@discreet.com.

North America tel: 1.800.869.3504

International tel: 514.393.1616

Discreet, 10 rue Duke, Montréal, Québec, Canada  H3C 2L7

Contact your local reseller for sales information. Resellers are

listed on the Discreet website at www.discreet.com/resellers.

Product information and specifications are subject to change without notice. This publication

may include inadvertent technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Autodesk, Inc, provides

this information "as is", without warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including

any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, (This exclusion

may not apply to you as some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion of implied warranties).

Discreet is a division of Autodesk, Inc. Autodesk, Discreet, 3ds max, burn, character studio,

cleaner, cleaner central, Colour Warper, combustion, fire, flame, flint, inferno, plasma, reactor,

smoke, and sparks are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Autodesk Inc./

Autodesk Canada Inc., in the USA and/or other countries. mental ray is a registered trademark

of mental images GmbH & Co. KG. All other brand names, product names, or trademarks

belong to their respective holders. © Copyright 2002 Autodesk, Inc. All rights reserved.
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